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Abstract: Ecological connectivity, as a research method related to spatial ecology and conservation
biology, has attracted increasing attention from researchers at home and abroad in recent years.
Habitat connectivity, as a key link in ecological connectivity, is of great significance to promote
offshore ecological restoration and protection. However, there has been less systematic research
about habitat connectivity, which lacks corresponding theories and practices. Therefore, this paper
discusses habitat connectivity from three aspects: (1) the concept of habitat connectivity is
introduced and clarified, (2) the application of connectivity in artificial habitat and adjacent waters
and its relationship with biodiversity conservation are reviewed and illustrated with examples, and
(3) the future development trends of this research direction are summarized and prospected, in order
to provide a scientific basis and useful reference for the related work of offshore restoration projects
in China. Generally, this paper argues that an increase in human behavior irreversibly destroys the
connectivity of marine habitats and threatens the temporal scales of biodiversity and ecosystem
services. Therefore, the theoretical research results and practical experience of ecological
connectivity should be fully applied to marine ecosystems, and the restoration of degraded
ecosystems should be encouraged and supported in ways that promote natural recovery.
Key words: habitat connectivity; movements of organisms; nutrient transport; offshore ecological
restoration; artificial habitat; biodiversity conservation

1. Introduction
Through nutrient circulation and nutrient exchange between organisms, the offshore
ecosystem has formed a spatial network structure that establishes connections between
nutrients and energy fluxes across habitats and affects the stability of ecosystems and the
trophic dynamic balance [1, 2]. This cross-habitat coupling mechanism broadly exists
among different marine ecosystems through water environments, organisms and other
geochemical processes, which results in connectivity [3-7]. Connectivity determines the
movements and diffusion of organisms, thus affecting the structure and function of an
ecosystem [8-11]. Additionally, due to human disturbance (e.g., dams, waterways, and port
construction) and global environmental changes (e.g., drought, climate warming, and
ocean acidification), a large range of natural habitats has been destroyed, limiting the
ability of species to migrate between habitats and ultimately blocking connectivity [12-15].
The targeted construction of artificial habitats is an effective way to increase
connectivity in adjacent habitats [16]. The specific mechanism of this approach is to
mediate the flows of water, sediment and organisms and then affect the community
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structure and diversity characteristics of aquatic organisms, thereby changing the
ecosystem, ecological mode and connectivity between habitats [17, 18]. As early as the
17th century, there was evidence that sunken structures could increase the development of
underwater fisheries. For example, in Japan, some researchers have used sunken stones to
increase the growth of macroalgae [19]. Subsequently, various types of substrates from
concrete structures to logs and abandoned cars were used as artificial habitats [20-21].
Since the 1960s, several studies abroad have focused on the relationship between
ecological connectivity transformation by the construction of artificial habitats and the
complexity, stability and diversity of marine ecosystems [22-25], and these studies have
laid a solid foundation for further research on promoting the spatial integrity of marine
ecosystems and protecting habitat fragmentation. In recent years, domestic researchers
have gradually investigated and studied marine ecological connectivity [26-29]. However,
there is little research in related fields, and due to the lag in academic research and the lack
of public awareness of related issues, ecological connectivity has not been established as
part of the goal of protecting offshore ecosystems and biodiversity in China [30]; thus, it is
urgent to carry out relevant investigation and research.
Based on the study of offshore ecological connectivity, the concept of habitat
connectivity in this paper is introduced and clarified in detail. The application of
connectivity in artificial habitats and adjacent waters and its relationship with biodiversity
conservation are summarized and illustrated. The future development trends of this
research direction are summarized and prospected to provide a scientific basis and useful
reference for carrying out offshore ecological restoration projects and formulating habitat
restoration strategies in China.

2. Ecological connectivity and habitat connectivity
Connectivity, a basic concept in topology, is broadly defined in ecology as the physical,
chemical and biological processes and their interactions among ecosystems at all levels of
the Earth, that is, ecological connectivity [31, 32]. Some researchers divide ecological
connectivity into landscape connectivity and patch connectivity, while most ecologists
divide it into structural connectivity and functional connectivity [28, 33,34]. Fang reviewed
the definitions of ecological connectivity by many researchers and concluded that (1)
ecological connectivity is based on species composition between habitats; (2) species can
perceive different habitats through lateral, vertical, large and small-scale daily activities or
seasonal migration; and (3) environmental changes in habitats will affect the flow of
ecological resources among patches [33, 35]. In other words, connectivity depends on the
species and the environment, and connectivity can vary between species and habitats within
the same ecosystem. Therefore, we divide ecological connectivity into habitat connectivity
and functional connectivity. Habitat connectivity refers to the ability of organisms to make
spatial connections between different habitats, thus regulating different aspects of the
habitat. Functional connectivity describes the process of responding to single or multiple
populations through the movement and diffusion of organisms between habitats [6, 36, 37].
Based on this, this paper focuses on the analysis of habitat connectivity in marine
ecosystems. In the following articles, community, protected areas, patches and other spatial
units are synonymous with the concept of "habitat" for convenience of description and
induction.
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3. The application of habitat connectivity in an ecosystem
Because of its high spatial heterogeneity and dynamic characteristics, the offshore
ocean is often selected as a key research area. Compared with terrestrial ecological
connectivity, research on offshore ecological connectivity started late in the mid-1990s,
and habitat connectivity has been a popular research topic in recent years [6, 25]. In this
paper, the Web of Science database was used to input the keyword marine habitat
connectivity, and the search results produced 3095 articles, of which nearly 1500 articles
were published in the past five years (Figure 1). Therefore, it is helpful to improve offshore
ecological restoration and biological resource protection by discussing the relationship
between population number and composition and the connectivity of offshore ecosystems.

Figure 1. The number of articles published in the Web of Science database in different years based on
the keywords marine ecological connectivity and marine habitat connectivity

3.1. The main driving factors of habitat connectivity
Connectivity mechanisms include the movements of organisms, hydrological cycles,
nutrient transport and climate change processes [35]; additionally, the movements of
organisms and transport of nutrients are the two most direct mechanisms that meet the
nutrient requirements of organisms in different habitats [28] (Figure 2). Flitcroft proposed
habitat patterns for freshwater, estuarine, and marine environments for Pacific salmon
(Oncorhynchus spp.) that are important for population recovery and long-term
conservation [38]. Quevedo found that the degree of niche differentiation in Eurasian perch,
which has a broad diet in different habitats, may have a significant effect on habitat
connectivity and trophic dynamics, suggesting that specific individuals can link spatially
separated nutrient and energy flows to create new heterogeneity to restructure food webs
[39-41]. Different species in the same habitat may also cause differences in connectivity
due to their different feeding strategies [42]. Studies have shown that invasive species can
lead to the extinction of native species, loss of regulatory functions (debris decomposition,
etc.), and habitat changes, which in turn affect nutrient cycling and block connectivity [43].
In view of the rapid changes in aquatic biodiversity and the habitat environment, the
regulation of the spatial and temporal characteristics of a complex ecosystem cannot be
limited to a single habitat or species; rather, both habitat connectivity and functional
connectivity should be considered simultaneously.
Both the movements of organisms and environmental changes will directly affect
ecosystem productivity, habitat connectivity and suitability; additionally, there are other
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factors that affect the population growth of organisms [44], and these factors are directly
related to nutrient transport patterns. This pattern usually contributes to the surface water
and groundwater in the form of organic matter, which is transmitted between habitats in
the ocean in the form of nutrients and sediments [45-47]. These nutrient inputs can change
productivity [48], seafloor coupling [49, 50], biomass, and density [51], thereby
functionally linking populations and ecological functional zones and allowing us to better
understand and predict changes in marine ecosystems [7].

Figure 2. Venn diagram of the range of habitat connectivity in marine food webs, focusing on the links
among habitat description, movements of organisms and nutrient transport (imitate Flitcroft [38])

Compared with the movements of organisms between habitats, there have been many
studies on nutrient transport [52-54]. For example, when the artificial habitat is
implemented on the sea bottom, the flow field effect generated around it must be
considered [55, 56]. In sea areas with high flow rates, different organic carbon sources are
integrated in space under the influence of ocean currents, resulting in nutrient migration
and making ocean currents the main driving force of nutrient transport. In this case, the
water and sediments in the sea area become the main carriers of nutrient transport. For
example, based on the concept of connectivity, Pearson applied the method of studying
sediment path migration to the study of coastal sediment dynamics and proposed a new
view of coastal system connectivity [57]. In areas with low flow rates, due to the lack of
the physical force of ocean currents, organic matter is not evenly distributed in space, and
most of the time, it relies on organisms as the medium to complete the process of nutrient
transport [58, 59]. Most of these organisms are benthic organisms that selectively ingest
certain nutrients [46, 60]. Studies have shown that in different areas of estuaries, nutrient
gradients are formed in benthic organisms that cannot trace their food sources [61]. Allen
studied two kinds of marine benthic invertebrates (Botrylloides violaceus and Bugula
stolonifera) with complex life cycles and suggested that the dispersal changes of larvae
from birth (egg-breaking movement) to settlement and the inter- intra-specific competition
after settlement could reconstruct spatially dispersed habitats through internal nutrients
[62]. Karen believed that the nutrient conversion and energy flow of sea urchins
(Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) between adjacent habitats play a key role in the
construction of marine food webs [63]. In addition, benthic resources may influence the
feeding behavior of omnivorous primary consumers, thus affecting the trophic levels of
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premium consumers [48], which may ultimately alter the natural convergence or separation
between habitats. For example, the hermit crab (Clibanarius vittatus) is the prey of
premium consumers, representing the organisms that link the coast to the offshore area,
based on the carbon and nitrogen isotopic signals in their muscles that provide useful
indicators for the assimilation of organic nutrients into ecosystems [64].
The mechanism of connectivity driven by ocean currents is faster than that driven by
the movements of organisms [65]. For some offshore and semi-enclosed harbors, estuaries
are often the main source of nutrient transport [47]. However, this undoubtedly increases
the stress capacity of the estuaries, while an increase in artificial habitat can solve this
problem [66]. Therefore, when ecosystems are subject to multiple disturbances (e.g.,
climate change, biological invasions, and human behavior), exploring the relationships
between the movements of organisms and nutrient transport in artificial habitats and
adjacent waters can provide a framework for researchers and managers [47, 67], thus
providing an important theoretical basis for the formulation and implementation of offshore
ecological restoration projects.
3.2. Habitat connectivity and biodiversity conservation: A case study of offshore artificial
habitats
It is well known that the habitat types of tropical or subtropical offshore ecosystems
are mainly composed of seagrass beds, wetlands, mangroves, coral reefs, etc. [68, 69]. The
temperate offshore waters are not as rich in habitat types as the tropics, and they generally
include seagrass, seaweed and other natural island reef areas [70-72] (Table 1). From a
seascape perspective (considering the relationship between ecological functions and spatial
patterns), the intensity of habitat connectivity and the relative importance of multiple
habitats in temperate offshore waters have not received enough attention in contrast to the
more studied tropical seas [73-75].
Table 1. Common habitat types and connectivity in temperate waters
Type

Connectivity

Reference

Mangrove

By providing breeding grounds, feeding grounds and
protection from predators for the development and
migration of individual coral reef fish, they establish
relationships with other habitats

[76, 77]

Seagrass

The abundance of the fish population was not high
when favorable spatial features were provided for
individuals (feeding field and avoiding field)

[76-78]

Coral reef

Artificial reef

Associations between populations are constructed
through the diffusion of individuals (juveniles and
adults) or between populations in different habitats
through the exchange of eggs, juveniles, and adults
etc.
An increase in the abundance of fish populations and
changes to the community structure through the
creation of artificial habitats that are linked to the
surrounding habitats

[77, 79]

[17, 80]
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Seaweed

Serves as a primary producer and supports the
aggregation of unique and diverse fish larvae and
adults

[7, 81]

Rocky bottom habitats

The hard bottoms, which are not covered by
vegetation, are associated with other habitats and are
second only to mangroves and coral reefs in terms of
fish abundance

[78, 82]

Sandy habitats

The soft bottom, which is not covered by vegetation,
is slightly more abundant than the seagrass bed in
relation to other habitats

[78, 82]

Muddy habitats

Same with sandy habitats

[78, 82]

Understanding the mechanisms of species extinction, the main drivers of which are
habitat loss and fragmentation, is the core issue of biodiversity conservation [83]. To solve
the impact of this problem on the dynamics of marine ecosystems, many coastal countries
have begun to create artificial habitats to restore habitat. For example, in 1979, China
implemented the use of artificial reefs to influence the surrounding water environment and
biological distribution through human intervention [84-87]. However, the impact of
artificial habitat construction on habitat connectivity is complex and variable. On the one
hand, the compensatory effect of artificial habitat has a considerable time lag, and the
generation of habitat connectivity with the surrounding adjacent waters requires clear
temporal dynamics [88]. On the other hand, the restoration of human-damaged habitat
connectivity requires empirical studies from four aspects: individual trophic ecology (birth
rate, death rate, etc.), community structure characteristics, movements and diffusion of
organisms, and their tolerance limits to the environment [89]. This means that it is
necessary to consider the multiple and complex impacts and consequences if human
interventions change habitat connectivity.
Over the past 10 years, there have been a number of examples of improving offshore
ecological connectivity through the construction of artificial habitats. Keller believed that
artificial reefs could increase the connectivity between adjacent habitats and contribute to
the diffusion of benthic species [17]. Wu's research showed that artificial reefs could
imitate natural habitats, which is conducive to the study of functional connectivity and the
comprehensive management of artificial reefs and natural sea areas [90]. Diana argued that
the connectivity between adjacent habitats in shallow water environments depended on
highly similar species compositions and distribution patterns of fish, illustrating that habitat
type was related to fish population size rather than biodiversity [78] (habitat types are
shown in Table 1). Biodiversity is related to the complexity of the habitat, and the more
complex the habitat structure is, the more abundant the species will be [91, 92]. Van showed
that neither habitat type nor habitat area could be used as a key factor to predict habitat
connectivity, but its combination with the surrounding water environment should be
considered [81]. In addition, habitat connectivity can be affected by habitat configuration,
which is how habitats are arranged and spaced in an ecosystem [16]. Belmaker deployed
pairs of artificial reefs at distances of 12 and 25 m from a large contiguous reef group and
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added four connecting reefs at 2.5-m intervals per pair on half of the artificial reefs. The
results showed that artificial reefs with no connecting reef maintained 57 times as many
individuals as the connecting reefs. However, the fish abundance increased with distance
from 12 m to 25 m, indicating that the fish abundance increased with increasing connecting
reef distance, and the fish abundance fluctuation decreased with increasing connectivity,
which may be the result of fish aggregation from the isolated reef after sudden migration
[93]. Therefore, when planning and deploying artificial reefs in the future, managers should
consider the configuration and proximity between reefs and natural habitats to increase the
possibility of supplementing fish stocks and reducing the risk of target fishing mortality at
artificial reefs.
In summary, although research on rebuilding habitat connectivity through the
construction of artificial habitats has made rapid progress in recent years, the consideration
of only a single factor or habitat is not comprehensive enough to effectively mitigate these
impacts. At present, it is still unclear how the introduction of artificial structures can change
the connectivity by affecting the structure and function of marine ecosystems [94]. In the
author's opinion, it is an important trend for the future development of offshore ecological
restoration to change or rebuild habitat connectivity by combining multiple scales and
regions to shape and improve management actions related to marine protected areas (MPAs)
or biodiversity.

4. Research on the methods of habitat connectivity
There are many methods and a wide range of methods for habitat connectivity.
Previously, it was reported that the research methods were "spatial and time scale selection
- biological distribution survey - structural connectivity analysis-functional connectivity
analysis" [28]. Referring to its model, this paper divided the research methods of
connectivity into the steps shown in Figure 3, and the key feature was an analysis of habitat
connectivity and functional connectivity.

Figure 3. Flow chart of methods of connectivity in marine ecosystems
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4.1. Habitat connectivity analysis
Habitat connectivity can be analyzed by a variety of methods, such as field surveys,
mark-recapture methods, telemetry, genetics, otolith microchemistry, and stable isotope
analysis, which provide a powerful research tool for understanding habitat connectivity
across temporal and spatial scales [11, 47, 59, 78, 95]. At present, diving observations,
remote underwater video and mark-recapture methods are still widely used by foreign
researchers, but the disadvantages of these methods include the heavy workload and limited
research area; additionally, these methods often require temporal scale and dynamic
changes [11, 16, 82, 96]. Acoustic telemetry, radio telemetry and other technologies are
advanced and mature, but these methods often lead to higher transmitter loss and greatly
increase the expenditure when collecting a large amount of data [17, 97, 98]. In recent years,
genetic methods have become the main way to analyze habitat connectivity. Compared
with the traditional morphological identification method, genetic methods reduce the
research cost of each sample [99, 100]. For example, Yamanaka used environmental DNA
(eDNA) to compare three kinds of keystone species in three tributaries of the Yodo River
in Japan and confirmed that there was habitat connectivity between rivers and seas [101].
In China, stable isotopes and other chemical methods are still used [102], but with the
improvements and updates in biomolecular technology, the combination of genetics and
biochemical methods has been advocated by an increasing number of researchers [103,
104]; this new approach provides more feasible schemes and broad prospects for studying
the connectivity of offshore habitats in China.
4.2. Functional connectivity analysis-numerical model analysis
Functional connectivity analysis is based on biological distribution surveys and
habitat connectivity analysis, which mainly focus on constructing different numerical
models, namely, the biological information and environmental information of multiple
habitats are constructed into proxy models to analyze, simulate and predict the structure
and function of communities. For example, Aldea identified 13 single-sequence repeated
markers on Colossoma macropomum in the Amazon River and applied model testing to
prove that highly variable genetic data could be used to detect the connectivity of typical
migratory fish [99]. Usually, a large amount of relevant data appears in various scientific
studies; however, how to best integrate all of this information into a coherent conceptual
and quantitative framework remains a major challenge [89, 105]. White summarized the
numerical models of larval movements and diffusion constructed by many researchers,
described the key stages and processes of the use of different habitats in fish life history
stages, and clarified that the key to understanding how marine spatial planning and marine
reserves affect population and community dynamics is by linking the migration and
diffusion process models of benthos and pelagic organisms under the application
background [104].
In the past ten years, numerical ecosystem models have been widely used in China.
Liu constructed the ecosystem structure and function of Laoshan Bay artificial reef areas
based on the Ecopath model [106]. Wang constructed a 10-year Ecopath model of Haizhou
Bay MPAs dominated by artificial reefs, and the results proved that Haizhou Bay gradually
developed into a relatively mature system from 2003 to 2013 [107]. Liao developed a patch
dynamics model and found that each module could produce unique species survival
patterns in fragmented habitats [83]. Therefore, the method of constructing a numerical
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model to study functional connectivity is worth further research. However, there is always
a common problem of insufficient data in numerical model research. In the future, in the
process of exploring the relationship between marine ecosystems and habitat connectivity,
we could create a more efficient and high-quality method by combining various methods
and integrating habitat information to construct a composite model.

5. Problems and prospects
Domestic research on marine ecological connectivity is still in its infancy, with no
systematic research being conducted yet, and there are few studies on either habitat
connectivity or functional connectivity. The offshore ocean is the core area where habitat
connectivity is generated. However, habitat fragmentation (loss of habitat connectivity,
edge effects and habitat loss) caused by the increase in human activities can have a strong
impact on population abundance and seriously threaten biodiversity in any environment
[108]. In marine conservation work, the link between landscape ecology and marine spatial
planning can be strengthened, the spatial scale of ecological functions and conservation
effects regulated by connectivity can be determined [109], and the community structure
and habitat fragmentation can be considered simultaneously [83].
In fact, it is better to study the ecosystem structure and function between adjacent
habitats through habitat connectivity, and there is much room for research. The main
purpose of such studies is to explore the relationship between spatial distribution and
functional areas and their interaction on community dynamics, and this research can be
carried out from the following aspects in the future:
(1) Each habitat has a unique set of habitats and species, but they are still related to
each other. Therefore, the organism assemblage and community similarity between
different habitats can be studied through difference and diversity analysis [29, 82, 110].
(2) Key species are the basic drivers of ecosystem processes and can reorganize the
community structure by imposing restrictions on other species through predation or
resource allocation. The general effects of protozoa, plankton and benthos on offshore
ecosystems have been demonstrated and can be considered as research objects [111-113].
(3) To explore the effects of movements of organisms and nutrient transport patterns
on habitat connectivity, which should mimic ecosystems and focus on the integrity,
heterogeneity and interconnection between different habitats [78]; additionally, we can
focus on the interaction and influence of different habitats on the dynamics of the
surrounding complex ecological community and construct a complex food web model to
study habitat connectivity.
Regardless of perspective, the ultimate purpose of habitat connectivity research is to
restore or rebuild habitats and protect ecosystems and biodiversity [7]. In the context of
today's reduced productivity and connectivity, the impact on the global offshore ocean is
continually worsening, and there is no way to reverse this process [13, 25]. However,
aggressive regulatory actions have been taken, and recent developments suggest that there
is hope in this area [114, 115]. Although great progress has been made in establishing
habitat connectivity through human intervention, effective restoration methods are not yet
available. Therefore, we should do more to protect existing biodiversity, ensure the
continuation of our healthy marine ecosystems and their important services, and actively
restore and remedy degraded ecosystems by promoting natural recovery.
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